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Fujitsu/PFU basically agrees with the Final Draft. There are some areas of the proposed
draft specification that we would request EPA to clarify or to consider. We would be very
appreciative that EPA can reply to our comments.

1. **Comments**

   1) **Line 448-449 (DFE Requirements)**

      The underlined part of the sentence below has been ambiguous. Could you please
correct it from “the ready mode power of the DFE” to “the each mode of the DFE”.

      “the ready mode power of the DFE, measured in the test method, should be divided by
0.60 to account for internal power supply losses” (Line 448-449)

      the ready mode power of the DFE -> the each mode of the DFE

   2) **DFE Requirements**

      A measurement method of “standby mode of the DFE” was not very clear. Can you
specify the measurement method?
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